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Light weight metal hydrides are favoured materials for hydrogen storage in mobile application. Due 
to the high requirements on the materials concerning storage capacity, reaction thermodynamics and 
kinetics novel functional materials need to be developed. Knowledge and understanding of ongoing 
reactions, reaction pathways and the respective pressure and temperature dependences is the key to 
tailor novel metal hydrides to application. One promising new class of materials are the Reactive 
Hydride Composites (RHC)[1][2]. These systems show reduced total reaction enthalpies at high 
storage capacities. The most prominent system is the reaction between 2LiBH4 + MgH2 to form 
hydrogen, LiH and MgB2 during the desorption reaction due to its high storage capacity of 
11.4wt%. During the endothermic desorption reaction the exothermic formation of MgB2 proceeds 
and is thereby lowering the total reaction enthalpy. However, these systems show a number of first 
order phase transitions, nucleation and growth processes of new intermediate and final phases while the 
reaction pathway and therefore the reaction products strongly depend on the applied pressures and 
temperatures.  For the LiBH4-MgH2 system in-situ XRD has made a significant contribution to 
understanding of the reaction [3].  

Ideal means to characterize these dependencies and the ongoing reactions is in-situ X-ray powder diffraction 
using high intensity synchrotron radiation. A newly designed sample cell and its experimental setup has 
been implemented at beamline D3, HASYLAB, DESY. The sketch for the principle design and the 
implementation at the beamline is shown in figure 1[4].  

 

Fig. 1: a) Schematic drawing of the in-situ sample cell and b) its implementation at Beamline D3, 
HASYLAB, DESY. The insert magnifies the sample within the capillary and the heater placed beneath. 

The present setup allows the control and measurement of the present temperature in the sample cell using a 
thermocouple inserted in the cell in a combination with a PID controller, Fa. JUMO GmbH, Fulda. 
Furthermore the applied pressure was monitored using a pressure gauge from Fa. WIKA (Alexander 
Wiegand GmbH) and the corresponding EasyCom software. The sample was mounted in a single chrystal 
sapphire capillary and the cell can be assembled under inert conditions in a glovevox. The setup is designed 
to withstand pressures up to 160bar hydrogen and temperatures up to 550°C. Diffraction data was collected 
using a marCCD 165 2-dimensional detector (Marresearch GmbH). 



To illustrate the power of this method and the sample cell, measurements with magnesium hydride, 
catalyzed with 5mol% Nb2O5 were measured under approximately 5, 10 and 15 bar hydrogen; the exact 
values are noted with the experiments in figure 2(a-c) [4]. 

 

Fig.2:In-situ XRD of MgH2 under different hydrogen pressures a) p=5bar H2, b) 10bar H2 and c) 15bar H2. 
Below the diffracted patterns quantitative analysis of the diffracted intensities of the MgH2 (110) peak and 
the Mg (102) are plotted. Furthermore, the absolute pressure as well as the sample cell is plotted. All data 

are correlated to each other by measurement time. 

The correlation between the change in pressure and the sorption reaction is striking. As the temperature 
reaches the equilibrium temperature for the chosen pressure, e.g. 345°C for the experiment performed under 
5bar hydrogen pressure, immediate desorption of MgH2 into metallic Mg can be observed. This is correlated 
to a slight but distinct rise in pressure, by about 0.15bar only. This is recorded by the manometer. 
Quantitative analysis clearly correlates the desorption reaction to a fast decrease in the intensities of the 
MgH2 reflections and to a formation and increase in intensity of metallic Mg reflections. During the cooling, 
the opposite effect is observed. As the pressure decreases again, at a slightly lower temperature than the 
previous desorption reaction, the intensities of the Mg reflections decrease and vanish while the uprise of 
the MgH2 reflections can be observed. Similar observations can be made for the much more complex RHC 
systems. 

In-situ XRD is an extremely powerful tool to investigate gas-solid reactions, e.g. hydrogen sorption 
reactions of metal hydrides. The ongoing reactions and phase transformations can be characterized as a 
function of pressure and temperature. Recording of pressure and temperature throughout the whole 
experiment allows for powerful conclusions on the reaction pathway and even thermodynamic properties, 
especially in combination with quantitative analysis. 
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